A comprehensive model has been developed to simulate the transient, coupled transport phenomena occurring during a gas metal arc welding process. This includes the arc plasma; melting of the electrode; droplet formation, detachment, transfer, and impingement onto the workpiece; and weld pool fluid flow and dynamics. The fluid flow and heat transfer in both the arc and the metal were simulated and coupled through the boundary conditions at the arc-metal interface at each time step. The detached droplet in the arc and the deformed weld pool surface were found to cause significant changes in the distributions of arc temperature and arc pressure, which are usually assumed to have Gaussian distributions at the workpiece surface. The comprehensive model could provide more realistic boundary conditions to calculate the heat transfer and fluid flow both in the plasma and the metal. The predicted arc plasma distribution, droplet flight trajectory, droplet acceleration and final weld bead shape compared favorably with the published experimental results. This paper was to present the heat transfer and fluid flow in the arc plasma.
I. INTRODUCTION
Gas metal arc welding (GMAW) is an arc welding process that uses a plasma arc between a continuous, consumable filler-metal electrode and the weld pool. GMA welding is one of the most important and popular welding technologies. Very complicated transport phenomena, including the arc plasma, electrode melting, and weld pool dynamics, occur during the GMA welding process. The trial-and-error procedures have been used in the industry to identify key welding parameters and to develop the GMA welding technologies. However, this weld-and-cut method, is not only very expensive and timeconsuming, but also cannot achieve the fundamental understanding on how the transport phenomena affects weld quality, such as weld penetration, weld bead shape, and the formation of porosity.
Many models have been developed to model the heat transfer and fluid flow in the arc plasma for both GTAW [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [7] [8] simplified the unified model to treat the electrode in a special way at the cathode surface to account for electrode effects [7] or neglect the electrode sheath [8] . The simplified models [7-8] reduced the computation time to 1% of the original unified model and gave fair results in agreement with experimental results when 0.005-0.01 cm mesh size was chosen around the cathode tip. These simplified models have been used and further developed by many researchers [9-18] to calculate the heat transfer and fluid flow in the arc column.
Both GTAW and GMAW have a plasma arc struck between an electrode and a workpiece. Even though the GTAW has an inert tungsten cathode as the electrode and the electrode of GMAW is a melting metal and usually set as the anode, the GTAW arc model can be adopted to model the GMAW arc. Jonsson [19] adopted the GTAW arc model of Mckelliget and Szekely [1] to calculate the arc column by assuming a current density distribution at the cathode spot. [8] to simulate the droplet formation in GMAW. They were the first to simulate the dynamic interaction of the arc plasma and the droplet. Haidar [13, 23, 24] further developed this GMAW model to take into account the sheath effect at the anode surface. However, the droplet was eliminated immediately when it was detached from the electrode tip. The weld pool dynamics was also neglected and the workpiece was treated as a flat plate. The fluid flow in the weld pool was not calculated and only conduction was considered. Zhu et al. [25] have developed a comprehensive model to simulate the arc column, droplet formation, detachment, transfer and impingement onto the workpiece and the weld pool dynamics. However, the simulated arc plasma poorly matched the experimental [26-30] results and the simulation results from aforementioned arc models .
Many mathematical models [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] have been proposed to simulate the transport phenomena during the GMA welding process without considering the arc plasma. They were limited to a portion of the welding process, for example, weld pool dynamics, and/or involved many simplifications, such as a Gaussian distribution of the arc pressure.
In this paper, a comprehensive model has been developed to simulate the transient, coupled transport phenomena occurring during a gas metal arc welding process. This includes the arc plasma; melting of the electrode; droplet formation, detachment, transfer, and impingement onto the workpiece; and weld pool fluid flow and dynamics. Fig. 1 . A schematic representation of a GMAW system including the electrode, the arc, and the weld pool (not to scale). Fig. 1 is a schematic representation of a two-dimensional axisymmetric GMAW system, with the computational domain marked by ABCDEFGA. There are three phases inside the computational domain: a solid phase, a liquid phase and a gas phase. The solid phase includes the unmelted electrode and part of the workpiece, while the liquid phase includes the melted electrode, falling droplet, and part of the workpiece. The gas phase includes the partially ionized arc plasma and shielding gas. Between the liquid zone and solid zone, there is a small zone called mushy zone where the solid and liquid metal coexist. A continuum formulation [44] was used to handle the metal domain consisting of the solid phase, liquid phase and mushy zone. Latent heat during melting and solidification was considered using the enthalpy method. As the properties of gas are far different from those of metal, two computational domains are used for computational robust and efficiency. One computational domain is used to calculate the heat transfer and fluid flow in the gas phase and another is used for metal, which includes both solid phase and liquid phase. The heat transfer and fluid flow in both computational domains are coupled with the electromagnetic field in both domains.
II. MATHEMATICAL MODLELS
The differential equations governing the conservation of mass, momentum, and energy based on the continuum formulation given by Diao and Tsai [44] are employed in the present study, and the current continuity equation is used to calculate the current density distribution. The equations are given below:
In Eqs. (1)-(4), u and v are the velocities in the r and z directions, respectively.
( ) r l s V V V is the relative velocity vector between the liquid phase and the solid phase in the mushy zone. The subscripts s and l refer to the solid and liquid phases, respectively, and the subscript 0 represents the initial condition. p is the pressure; T is the temperature; h is the enthalpy; is the electrical potential; is the density; is the viscosity; k is the thermal conductivity; g is the gravitational acceleration; T is the thermal expansion coefficient; c is the specific heat; e is the electrical conductivity; r J and z J are current densities, in the respective r and z directions; B is the self-induced electromagnetic field; R S is the radiation heat loss; 0 is the magnetic permeability; b k is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant; and e is the electronic charge.
The third and fourth terms on the right-hand side of Eqs.
(2) and (3) represent the respective first-and second-order drag forces for the flow in the mushy zone. The fifth term on the right-hand side of Eqs. (2) and (3) represents an interaction between the solid and the liquid phases. The second term on the right-hand side of Eq. (4) represents the net Fourier diffusion flux. While the third term represents the energy flux associated with the relative phase motion, and the forth term is used to consider the latent heat of fusion. All the terms mentioned in this paragraph are zero, except in the mushy zone. When Eqs. (2)-(4) are used to calculate the arc plasma, these terms associated with the mushy zone are set to zero and all the thermal physical properties are replaced by those of the arc plasma. 
